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Key Points:
• Ensemble modeling methods are well-established in terrestrial weather forecast-
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• The application of ensemble methods to existing forecasts has improved their
accuracy.
• Ensemble techniques enable quantification of uncertainty in space weather pre-
dictions.
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Abstract
The space weather community has begun to use frontier methods such as data as-
similation, machine learning, and ensemble modeling to advance current operational
forecasting efforts. This was highlighted by a multi-disciplinary session at the 2017
American Geophysical Union Meeting, ‘Frontier Solar-Terrestrial Science Enabled by
the Combination of Data-Driven Techniques and Physics-Based Understanding’, with
considerable discussion surrounding ensemble techniques. Here ensemble methods are
described in detail; using a set of predictions to improve on a single-model output, for
example taking a simple average of multiple models, or using more complex techniques
for data assimilation. They have been used extensively in fields such as numerical
weather prediction and data science, for both improving model accuracy and provid-
ing a measure of model uncertainty. Researchers in the space weather community have
found them to be similarly useful, and some examples of success stories are highlighted
in this commentary. Future developments are also encouraged to transition these basic
research efforts to operational forecasting as well as providing prediction errors to aid
end-user understanding.
Plain Language Summary
Space weather has the potential to impact a range of vital technologies and infrastruc-
tures that society has become dependent on in recent decades. Space weather forecasts
receive the close attention of private companies, government policy makers, and even
the general public hoping to spot aurorae. To that end there is an increasing need to
improve the accuracy of forecasts considering they currently do not perform as well
compared to weather forecasts. The space weather community has begun to try using
methods used by more established communities to aid these efforts, such as in mete-
orology and data science. Ensembles were a topic of interesting discussion at a 2017
American Geophysical Union session dedicated to presenting these frontier methods,
a technique which combines multiple models to produce a more accurate result. They
have thus far proven extremely useful to improve model accuracy, and also can easily
provide an error with the issued forecast, giving end-users a clearer picture of the real
value of a forecast. This commentary encourages the continuing use of ensembles in
space weather research, and to transition these efforts to advance operational space
weather forecasting.
1 Background
Space weather has begun to receive the close attention of industry, government,
and even the media in recent years, which is unsurprising considering the potentially
damaging consequences a Carrington-level solar eruptive event could have on the tech-
nologies and infrastructures on which society has become increasingly dependent. How-
ever space weather forecasting still lags behind its terrestrial counterpart [Koskinen
et al., 2017], and there is a need to improve the accuracy of current operational fore-
casts since many still barely outperform climatology [see e.g., Barnes et al., 2016, for
a solar flare forecasting example].
There has been a substantial push within the space weather community to try
new techniques used by other research and operational communities to enhance cur-
rent predictions. These frontier techniques have been helpful for the advancement
of space weather forecasting efforts, for example borrowing forecasting and verifica-
tion tools from terrestrial weather forecasters [Henley and Pope, 2017; Sharpe and
Murray , 2017], or trying out new machine learning techniques used by data scien-
tists [McGranaghan et al., 2017]. This topic was explored in depth at the American
Geophysical Union 2017 Fall Meeting during the multi-disciplinary session, ‘Frontier
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Solar-Terrestrial Science Enabled by the Combination of Data-Driven Techniques and
Physics-Based Understanding’ (https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm17/meetingapp.cgi/Session/32931).
Organised by R. McGranaghan, J. Bortnik, E. Camporeale, and T. Matsuo,
the session included talks on topics such as causality [Johnson and Wing , 2017] and
machine learning for solar eruptive forecasting [Bobra, 2017]. Ensemble forecasts were
an overarching theme which inspired interesting discussion throughout the session,
with multiple talks on ensemble modeling for various different aspects of the space
weather system [Dikpati , 2017; Morley et al., 2017; Murray and Guerra, 2017]. As
alluded to by Henley and Pope [2017], ensembles are a staple of weather forecasts
worldwide, and are rapidly becoming a go-to method for improving the accuracy of
space weather models [Knipp, 2016].
2 Ensemble Modeling
Instead of using a single prediction, ensemble methods use a set of predictions.
For example, a common application is the multi-model ensemble, which combines
different models to improve on a single-model prediction. Another approach uses a
single model, but perturbs its initial conditions or parameter settings or schemes in
order to produce multiple results. Varying input data, which in some cases are used as
boundary conditions, can also be used to create an ensemble. More complex approaches
are used with data assimilation techniques, where observations are inserted into models
to nudge them closer to real conditions. For example, the popular Ensemble Kalman
Filter (EnKF) is a Monte Carlo approximation of the Kalman filter, and is particularly
useful for highly non-linear models with uncertain initial states [see Mandel , 2009, for
a tutorial].
Whatever the approach, the results of these sets of forecasts can then also be used
in various ways. Figure 1 outlines a basic example of this for probabilistic forecasts.
Here, multiple forecast probabilities from different methods are linearly combined to
create a best ensemble forecast probability. The resulting ensemble probability when
combining n forecasts is as follows,
pens =
∑
n
ωnpn, (1)
where p denotes a forecast probability value, and w is some kind of weighting value,
often such that the sum off all weights equals 1 [Zhou, 2012]. While non-linear weight-
ing schemes are used more widely in basic research to improve the accuracy of input
models, operational forecasting methods tend to use equal-weighting schemes or simple
ensemble averages [Genre et al., 2013]. However weighting schemes based on perfor-
mance metrics can be used in order to enable tailoring of forecasts based on end-user
needs [Casanova and Ahrens, 2009], e.g., for a categorical ‘yes/no’ forecast where an
end user would like to mitigate false alarms, the weights might be determined based
on performance of the false alarm ratio, (false alarms)/(hits + false alarms).
The input ‘forecasts’ shown in Figure 1 could be a number of things other than
probabilities depending on the sector of study, such as different models or perturbed
initial conditions. Ensembles are widely used in data analytics in the private sector and
beyond [see e.g., Ren et al., 2015, for discussion on the renewable energy sector]. In
data science machine learning techniques such as random forests are popular [Breiman,
2001], as are combining different techniques into one predictive model in order to
decrease the bias (boosting) or variance (bagging), or improve the predictive force
[stacking; see Dietterich, 2000, for a detailed description of techniques]. Ensembles
have become the strategy of choice for participants of machine learning competitions
such as Kaggle (https://www.kaggle.com), where many of the current top-performing
solutions are based on ensemble methods [Puurula et al., 2014; Zou et al., 2017].
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Figure 1. Simple example of an ensemble of n probabilistic forecasts, where wn denotes
weights for each of the forecast probabilities, pn, in the linear combination.
Numerical weather prediction has progressed substantially in recent decades due
to the use of ensemble methods to deal with the issue of sensitivity of weather models to
small initial condition changes [Orrell et al., 2001]. For example, Goerss [2000] found
that using an ensemble forecast for the 1995-6 Atlantic hurricane season improved
48-hour tropical cyclone forecast errors by 20% compared to the best of the individual
models. Ensemble techniques have been more recently tested for probabilistic flood
forecasting, for example Table 2 in Jaun and Ahrens [2009] demonstrated with ranked
probability skill scores (widely used in meteorology, it compares the forecast to a cli-
matological reference) that an ensemble prediction approach performed better than
deterministic alternatives for medium-range hydrological forecasts [see also review by
Cloke and Pappenberger , 2009, and references therein]. Ensembles are nowadays as-
sumed as standard for operations in meteorology [Bauer et al., 2015], to such an extent
that the World Meteorological Organisation issues standardised guidelines for ensem-
ble prediction systems [WMO , 2012]. Models often need to have an in-built capability
to run in ‘ensemble mode’ before being approved for operational use (e.g., being able
to run with perturbed parameters, or its output being in a standard format so it can be
combined with other model outputs). In an environment where simple, robust models
are favoured over complex, but potentially more physically accurate models, ensembles
allow many ‘weak’ models to be combined to produce a ‘strong’ model that rivals the
current state-of-the-art research efforts [Richardson, 2006; Lin et al., 2017].
Grand ensembles are also widely used in weather and climate prediction, an
ensemble of ensembles with at least two nested ensembles. For example, The Inter-
national Grand Global Ensemble [Bougeault et al., 2010] consists of ensemble fore-
cast data from ten global numerical weather prediction centres, created to acceler-
ate accuracy improvements of 1-day to 2-week high-impact forecasts. Grand ensem-
bles are particularly helpful for computationally intensive research efforts such as the
climateprediction.net project aiming to reduce uncertainties in climate modeling using
volunteer computing resources [Allen, 1999]. Perhaps the most widely recognisable
example of ensembles to the general public lies in visualisations of hurricane forecasts
–4–
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Figure 2. Graphics showing forecasts for Hurricane Irma on 6 September 2017. Spaghetti
lines denote ensemble model runs from the South Florida Water Management District
(https://www.sfwmd.gov/weather-radar/hurricane-model-plots) in the graphic on the left, while
the cone of uncertainty from the US National Hurricane Center (https://www.nhc.noaa.gov) is
shown on the right. Note that circles in the cone track are calculated from five years of historical
forecast errors.
[Padilla et al., 2017]; see Figure 2 for examples of popular graphics, including display-
ing spaghetti lines showing different ensemble runs and cones of uncertainty. However
properly communicating what exactly these ensembles show to ensure the public in-
terprets the danger correctly has proven to be difficult even after decades of use. This
continues to be a wider issue in weather prediction in general [see e.g, Demeritt et al.,
2010, for discussion related to flood forecasts], and is an important lesson to remember
in future space weather forecasting efforts.
3 Ensembles for Space Weather
In recent years ensembles have become increasingly popular with space weather
researchers as more adopt methods used in terrestrial weather forecasting and research
[Henley and Pope, 2017]. Knipp [2016] highlighted some research works that have used
ensembles to enhance models or forecasts. For example, Guerra et al. [2015] created
a four-member multi-model ensemble for major solar flare prediction, finding an im-
proved forecast output compared to any one single model. Owens et al. [2014] studied
methods to improve multi-day forecasts of solar-wind-driven magnetospheric activ-
ity using a downscaling scheme, while introducing a cost-loss analysis explored again
by Owens and Riley [2017]. More recently, Schunk et al. [2016] created an ionosphere-
thermosphere-electrodynamics multi-model ensemble prediction system based on seven
physics-based data assimilation models (some using Kalman filters). The AGU 2017
frontier science session also highlighted new efforts, including the implementation of
EnKF data assimilation in a solar dynamo model [Dikpati , 2017], perturbed input
ensemble methods for advanced magnetospheric modeling [Morley et al., 2017] as well
as an update to the Guerra et al. [2015] work for operational use [Murray and Guerra,
2017].
Although ensemble methods are increasingly being used by space weather re-
searchers, much of this research has yet to be transitioned into operations. Many fore-
casting centers use simple single-run, deterministic predictions, for example the iono-
spheric D-Region Absorption Prediction model, auroral OVATION model, and Space
Weather Modeling Framework geospace model run by US NOAA Space Weather Pre-
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diction Center (SWPC) and others worldwide do not currently run in ensemble mode
(see https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/models for model descriptions and references). Pre-
diction of coronal mass ejection (CME) arrival time at Earth is the major exception,
with SWPC and the UK’s Met Office both having adapted their heliospheric propaga-
tion models to include ensembles [see, e.g., Cash et al., 2015; Pizzo et al., 2015]. Some
variation of the Wang-Sheeley-Arge-ENLIL model [Arge and Pizzo, 2000; Odstrcil ,
2003] is used, creating an ensemble via multiple runs of the same model but perturb-
ing the initial CME input conditions, namely CME speed, location, and angular extent.
This allows the multiple runs to provide a range of CME arrival times at Earth and
other points of interest in the solar system. Harrison et al. [2017] recently highlighted
the importance of correct input observations in operational modeling, in the context
of using heliospheric imagery to prune ENLIL model ensemble forecasts.
It is worth re-iterating that an operational ensemble will be quite different to
those resulting from research-focused projects, with operations generally using more
simplistic robust methods. Following meteorology’s example, ensemble averages have
slowly started to become more widely available for space weather operational fore-
casting use. The NASA Community Coordinated Modeling Center CME and solar
flare scoreboards (https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/challenges) are an excellent example of
this, showing real-time results of multiple operational center forecasts from around the
world as well as an average of all of them. Whilst not necessarily the best performing
output, an ensemble average provides forecasters a reliable ‘first-guess’ before more
complex model runs or observational data are available, without having to decide on
which of the many models results to trust.
4 Forecast Uncertainty
While ensemble approaches are beginning to be used in space weather operations,
one area that is still consistently overlooked is forecast uncertainty. For example, solar
flare forecasts are currently provided to end-users as-is, e.g., a statement will be issued
that there is a 10% chance of flares occurring in the next 24 hours [Murray et al.,
2017]. It is rare to encounter error bars included with these forecasts, e.g., 10 ± 1%.
It has proven to be a difficult task for many areas of space weather forecasting to
accurately include such values considering the many inaccuracies involved in obtaining
observations let alone within the models themselves [Tsagouri et al., 2013].
One of the main strengths of ensemble forecasting systems is their ability to
represent the uncertainty which is inherent to any forecast. Slingo and Palmer [2011]
discuss how probability forecasts have come to dominate weather and climate pre-
diction and how the seminal work of Lorenz [1969] in chaos theory has influenced
how uncertainties are calculated in this field. Figure 3 shows an ensemble forecast
inspired by Slingo and Palmer’s example, which is based on perturbations of initial
atmospheric state variable conditions. Since the Earth’s atmosphere is non-linear, the
perturbations are amplified by chaotic processes and each forecast diverges from the
others. Here the forecast uncertainty arises from both the initial condition and model
uncertainties, with the spread of a resulting ensemble forecast indicating a level of
confidence in the prediction. Ensembles are useful to quantify model uncertainty and
add errors bars to issued forecasts, giving the end-user a much clearer picture of the
real value of the forecast. It is worth noting that for space weather, and particularly
heliophysics modeling, input data uncertainty may also need to be taken into account
depending on the ensemble method being used [see Walker et al., 2003, for a more
detailed breakdown of various uncertainty types].
There has been some progress by space weather researchers using ensemble meth-
ods for uncertainty estimation. For example, Camporeale et al. [2016] used ensembles
to propagate uncertainties in radiation belt simulations, perturbing the input parame-
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Figure 3. Schematic of an ensemble forecast using initial condition uncertainties (not an ac-
tual forecast). The lines represent trajectories of the individual forecasts that diverge from each
other owing to uncertainties in the initial conditions. The grey envelope highlights the range of
states sampled by the model predictions. Note that the black circle represents the single deter-
ministic forecast run.
ters of the simulations with a collocation method. Chartier et al. [2016] assimilated to-
tal electron content observations into a parameter-adjusting thermosphere-ionosphere
model ensemble using an EnKF. Chen et al. [2018] used a Monte Carlo approach to
assess the impact of input data on a radiation belt model uncertainty. Dumbovic´ et al.
[2018] derived arrival prediction uncertainties in CME propagation using a perturbed-
initial-condition ensemble approach with a drag-based model. However estimates of
uncertainty and error have yet to appear widely in operational products. Some of the
newer complex models in operation at SWPC do include real-time estimates, such as
the North American Total Electron Content, a Kalman filter data assimilation model
(https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products/north-american-total-electron-content). On the
other hand, none of the operational space weather models mentioned in Section 3 cur-
rently provide errors alongside their results except for the ensemble version of the
ENLIL model, which includes a spread of CME arrival times [Mays et al., 2015].
5 Future Efforts
Ensemble methods are certainly useful for providing an improved forecast as
well as an estimate of forecast uncertainty, and uncertainties will be utilised more
frequently in future iterations of space weather predictions issued to end-users. Nev-
ertheless, the continuing emergence of ensemble techniques in many parts of the space
weather system is encouraging. Further basic research and development with ensem-
bles, particularly in areas such as solar eruptive forecasting, may continue to provide
useful insights that can be transitioned to enhanced space weather operations. This
may ultimately aid space weather forecasts to begin to rival meteorological efforts in
terms of accuracy. The power of a simple ensemble average is not to be underestimated
in the meantime.
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